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Make a note in your diaries!

FOUR TOWNS AT 50
A Conference

Marking the fiftieth anniversary of

Four Towns Studies
in Conservation
BATH, CHESTER, CHICHESTER
AND YORK
Speakers from each of these towns

FRI 4 & SAT 5 OCT 2019

ASSEMBLY ROOMS
North Street, Chichester
Hosted and organised by the
Chichester Conservation Area
Advisory Committee
Full details will be included in the
September Newsletter

A new blue plaque at 23 West Street honours Leslie Evershed-Martin, founder of
Chichester Festival Theatre. Your Society played its part in campaigning for this plaque
and the City Council generously funded its design and manufacture.

CELEBRATION AND DISMAY
As you will read in the pages of this magazine, there is reason to
celebrate the Chichester area’s ‘golden assets’. Our harbour and
seascape, the rolling South Downs and gentle field landscapes are
all part of our inheritance; reinforced by national legislation whose
70th anniversary we record and explain in these pages. You could
say these assets result from a balance between human endeavour
and nature’s riches, specifically protected by the 1949 National Parks
and Access to the Countryside Act, which was the outcome of many
years of campaigning resulting in our National Parks and our Areas of
Outstanding Natural Beauty.
In September 2016 our Newsletter reported the impact new housing,
then announced in the Local Plan 2015, would have on our District.
We anticipated the 5 year review of the Plan and we argued for new
housing to be allocated to brownfield sites close to existing urban
centres leaving what we have left of our greenfields untouched for
future generations.
Sadly this is not to be. The District Council’s Local Plan Review raises
the number of new dwellings to be developed by two thirds. We
understand our planners can do nothing about the numbers of new
dwellings built because the figure is set by Central Government. But
why are so many of these homes allocated to agricultural land? Foster
and Partners’ 2015 report Cathedral Cities in Peril promotes alternative
approaches, and readers can access this at https://tinyurl.com/
y2e9gne3. We again call strongly for the regeneration of previously
developed sites to be given priority.

Anthony Quail, Secretary
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CONSULTING ABOUT NEW
PLANS FOR ON-STREET
PARKING
Roger Hobbs sums up our
submission to the County
Council’s proposals
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The devil is in the detail is a saying that applies in this case. WSCC
has taken no account of the parking requirements of community
facilities like halls, doctors’ surgeries, St Richard’s Hospital, or
local shops. To introduce this parking scheme across the city would
surely be detrimental to their functioning.

A VISION FOR SOUTHGATE
Proposals by the Gateway+ team visualized by local artist and
retired architect Andrew Bain
Southgate becomes an attractive link into the City with the present
hostile traffic gyratory reduced to limited vehicle access. The Forum,
fronted by a new public square, would be an attractive destination
that combines the City’s transport hub with conference centre,
performance auditoria and other attractions, that will re-invigorate
Chichester’s economy.
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WSCC proposals for parking cover the wholeChichester
of
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Chichester’s built up area - as you can judge from
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Selsey Rd
the map on this page. In our view this is unnecessary
because it may have a detrimental effect on the vitality and
viability of the city centre - although we appreciate central areas
Selsey Rd
of historic towns do suffer from lack of residents’ off-street parking,
and their requirements need to be considered. We think on-street
parking spaces need to be freed-up for dual use throughout the
day and perhaps protected solely for residents parking at night.
Parking zones should remain as a tight core around the city centre,
which could be easily enforced, whereas the outer residential areas
should continue to operate as they have done for years. Many of
these outer areas enjoy good off-street parking and as long as
parking does not create a problem then on-street parking should
remain un-restricted.
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The first Controlled Parking Zone (CPZ)
was introduced in Chichester in 1990 and
A27A27
subsequently revised in mid-1990. It has
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Last Spring West Sussex County Council
(WSCC) invited Chichester’s residents to
comment on these proposals by the end of
March. Members of your Executive Committee
visited several exhibitions and submitted a
written response on behalf of the Society. Chichester
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Keep up to date at www.chichestersociety.org.uk and on Twitter @chi_soc
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CHICHESTER
HARBOUR TRUST’S
CONTINUED
EXPANSION

In this year of anniversaries, the Chichester
Society is holding a

GARDEN PARTY
Friday 6 September
6.00 to 8.00 pm

ST PAUL’S CHURCH

Chichester Harbour Trust Administrator
Nicky Horter comments: this picture illustrates
the Trust’s purchase at Prinsted, bringing total
land within the charity’s ownership to 250
acres, across 13 sites. A further site acquired
in 2018 was a historic oyster quay at Pook
Lane, Warblington. If readers would like to
support the Chichester Harbour Trust’s aims which are to create long-term protection of
this vulnerable coastal area - they are invited
to visit the website at
www.chichesterharbourtrust.org.uk or email
admin@chichesterharbourtrust.org.uk
for more information.

Churchside, Chichester
All members of the Society and their partners
are welcome.
To register your intention to attend please email
christophermead-briggs@itchenor.plus.com

Formal invitations will follow
If anyone can help with preparations beforehand
or at the party itself, please let us know.

Portland stone plinth, carved at our workshops in Chichester
To find out more please visit www.chichesterstoneworks.co.uk

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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PEVSNER’S WEST SUSSEX GUIDE HAS A MAKEOVER
Editor Elizabeth Williamson on challenges facing her team
to update a 54 year old classic
Chichester Society members have probably consulted, or even
own, a copy of The Buildings of England: Sussex, by Ian Nairn
and Nikolaus Pevsner, first published in 1965. It covers the
historic county, treating the post-1888 East and West Sussex as
two separate sections in a single volume. Nikolaus Pevsner’s
East Sussex was revised by the late Nicholas Antram and
published as Sussex: East in 2013. You may remember reading
Tim Hudson’s article about the early stages of West Sussex
revision in this Newsletter (No 191 Dec 2016). At last the West
Sussex volume is complete and will be available in bookshops
from the middle of June.
What’s new?
What can you expect to find that’s new and what has been
preserved from the original Sussex? The foundation is Ian
Nairn’s West Sussex section, with some interventions by
Pevsner, and the swathe of Pevsner’s East Sussex consigned
to West Sussex in 1974. It has taken three authors to bring it all
up-to-date. The team grew as work progressed. Tim Hudson
took on Arundel and Chichester (apart from the Cathedral
and Close, revised by John Crook), Midhurst and Petworth,
places south of a line from Southbourne to Eartham, all but
one of Lutyens’ houses, and the Charterhouse in Cowfold.
Marriott Lodge was designed by Ahrend, Burton &
Jeremy Musson has worked on the remainder of Chichester
Koralek as an extension to the Theological College at
District, that is, eastwards to Loxwood and Bury. Other
3 Westgate. It is now part of a residential care home
significant contributors were Bernard Worssam and David
Photo: James O Davies
Rudling for specialist introductions to the county’s geology and
archaeology. David also checked and updated all archaeology
entries and wrote new ones including Roman Chichester and Chichester’s City Walls. ‘Pevsner guides’
would be an impossible task without the help of dozens of experts on particular localities and subjects, many
of whose names you will recognise in the Acknowledgements - where we also thank those who kindly invited
us into houses, churches and public buildings.
Spotting stylistic contrasts

The Gridshell at Singleton’s Weald & Downland Museum, completed 2002
by Edward Cullinan & Associates with Buro Happold as engineers
Photo: James O Davies
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Should the reader detect
differences in style and
content in the easterly
parishes, that is at least
partly due to the distinctive
approaches of the original
authors. Pevsner regretted
that Nairn ‘… found that he
could no longer bear to write
the detailed descriptions
which are essential’ once he
had completed West Sussex,
acknowledging that ‘Mr Nairn
has a greater sensibility to
landscape and townscape
than I have, and he writes
better than I could ever hope to
write. On the other hand, those
who want something a little
more cataloguey … may find
my descriptions more to their
liking.’ A balance has been

Keep up to date at www.chichestersociety.org.uk and on Twitter @chi_soc
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struck: the original authors’ intentions and words have
been preserved where appropriate but often fresh
research and more time to investigate have required
fresh beginnings or almost complete overhaul.
Chichester
Probably most important to Society members is the
new information about Chichester and its immediate
surroundings. At the centre is John Crook’s account
of the Cathedral, prefaced by a splendid new
introduction clearly explaining the building phases.
There is new information too about the Close,
including rare survivals like the C13 roof of St Faith’s
chapel in St Faith’s House. In the town, Tim Hudson
has cast a critical eye over the most recent additions:
Pallant House Gallery, with a ‘lumpish S front’, and
the Novium, ‘unrelated to its surroundings’, do not
come off unscathed, though there is praise for the
‘appropriate’ additions to the Festival Theatre. Some
older modern buildings are reappraised. One is
Marriott Lodge, which, at the time of the first edition,
was planned as an extension to the Theological
College at No. 3 Westgate. New discoveries have
been made about older buildings presented here
as ‘Perambulations’. Within a short walk along West
Street one can find out about such diverse subjects
as: the 21st century sculpture of St Richard; the
Prebendal School’s medieval fabric; Edes House and
its seventeenth-century interior; the original purpose
of former St Peter’s Church; and the architect of the
Oliver Whitby School (until recently House of Fraser).

early C20 buildings including large Arts-and-Crafts
houses, notably The Bill House by Baillie Scott. On
Thorney Island the RAF Officers’ Mess takes its
place alongside the medieval church and rectory.
New themes

A huge range of information is to be found
throughout this volume from church monuments,
medieval wall paintings and war memorials to
the architects of Victorian churches and schools;
architectural histories of great houses such as
The coast
Cowdray, Petworth and West Dean; and the local
Useful attention is given to historical development.
character of cottages and village halls. New for
Along the coast for example, Selsey has been
this edition are discussions of challenging modern
separated from the ancient Church Norton and given designs, particularly those for the Goodwood and
its due as a seaside resort; there are some special
Wakehurst estates and at the Weald and Downland
Museum, with its
PEVSNER ARCHITECTURAL GUIDES
THE BUILDINGS OF ENGLAND
collection of vernacular
THE
buildings. This West
BUILDINGS
SUSSEX: WEST
SUSSEX: WEST
OF
Sussex volume of The
ENGLAND
Elizabeth Williamson, Tim Hudson,
Elizabeth Williamson, Tim Hudson,
Buildings of England
Jeremy Musson and Ian Nairn
Jeremy Musson and Ian Nairn
series will guide you to
the best of the county’s
architecture. And the
colour photography is
fantastic!
Pevsner Architectural Guides
The Buildings of England
Founding Editor: Sir Nikolaus Pevsner
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This volume describes some of the finest landscape and
architecture in southern England, from the coast, transformed
by Georgian seaside resorts, to the varied South Downs and
the Weald. Small towns and villages feature a pleasing mix of
stone, timber and brick in houses of every period. Remote
countryside is studded with loveable early churches, while the
unspoilt city of Chichester remains dominated by its Romanesque cathedral. Among many atmospheric country houses
are the Tudor ruins of Cowdray, the Elizabethan mansion at
Parham, the French-inspired Petworth in its great park,
famously captured in Turner’s paintings, and, on the grandest
scale, the mighty Arundel Castle, seat of the Duke of Norfolk.
Improved roads and new railways brought Victorians and
Edwardians out of London to build rural retreats, ranging
from the château-style Wykehurst Park to the Arts and Crafts
Standen. Of the period’s many educational establishments,
most impressive is the remarkable Gothic Revival silhouette
of Lancing College. Between the Wars the coast attracted
pioneering architects of Modern Movement houses, and
experiments in design have continued up to the present day
with the reinvention of the country house and of the local
timber-framed tradition, expressed in the Gridshell at the
Weald and Downland Living Museum.

Now available in
hardback as The
Buildings of England:
West Sussex. Yale
University Press

Each city, town or village is treated in a detailed gazetteer.
A general introduction provides a historical and artistic overview. Also included are plentiful maps and plans, over 100 new
colour photographs, full indexes and an illustrated glossary.
The result is both an indispensable reference work and an
invaluable guide.

‘What better way . . . to explore England than with the latest
volume of Pevsner’s guides to the counties of England, the
greatest treasury of English architecture ever compiled.’
Marcus Binney, The Times
‘In a world where few things seem to get better, the enlarged
and revised editions of Pevsner are a glorious exception.’
John Martin Robinson, Country Life

Printed in China

–90, interior;
t Nicholson

Nikolaus Pevsner, joint author with Ian Nairn for the original
guide to West Sussex
Photo: Yale University Press

YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS
NEW HAVEN & LONDON

WILLIAMSON
HUDSON
MUSSON
NAIRN

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/

The
book jacket features
‘No other country in the world has anything like Pevsner.’
Ian Jack, The Guardian
Boxgrove Priory on
the front
‘The inheritors of Pevsner have exceeded his achievement
cover
(right)
Monkton
with no compromises.
This isand
a great feat
of publishing in the
best tradition of architectural history.’
Colin
Amery, Times Literary
Supplement
House
Image:
Yale
University Press
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RUBY ANNIVERSARY FOR A CHICHESTER ICON
Carol Godsmark profiles 40 eventful years of independent
cinema in Chichester
Chichester Cinema at New Park began as a film society in 1979, with just
over 40 films a year for students. By 2018 attendance had grown to over
76,000 for 1,500 screenings, nearly 1.5 million tickets sold since moving to
New Park in 1985; clear proof of a large population of film lovers. How this
was achieved is the story behind our Ruby Anniversary. But let’s go back
40 years to when founder and now artistic consultant Roger Gibson had
the vision to offer a film culture to the Chichester area.
40 years of change
It’s 1979: the year of The Deer Hunter, Mad Max and the first Muppet
Movie. Cinema admissions in the UK were in sharp decline. The mass
adoption of home video led to local Picture Palace closures, others
converting into bingo halls. Followers of ‘Art Cinema’ had to seek out
regional film theatres supported by the British Film Institute. Now fastforward to today and the UK cinema scene is almost unrecognisable
from the shabby state of affairs of forty years ago. In 2018 admissions
nationwide were up 70% and over 800 feature films were released.
That’s around 16 new films every weekend - from mainstream
blockbusters, to British independents, foreign language art house films,
popular worldwide films, documentaries, reissued classic films... a
massive broadening of choice.
Local cinemas
But how did cinema develop in our city? The story is
typical of many other towns and cities. East Street’s
Corn Exchange screened films from 1910 with their
‘electric pictures’. Its 1,000-seater cinema was joined
by other venues like the Olympia Electric Theatre at
Northgate, the Gaumont at Eastgate Square, and the

Open-air performances at Priory Park are popular, like The
Greatest Showman in August 2018
Photo: CCNP
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Cinema Paradiso came out in 1988 and
has been screened many times at New
Park; it will feature as one of the Ruby
Anniversary presentations this year.
Photo: CCNP

Picturedrome, South Street (now Iceland). But in due
course, they all closed. Chichester’s last cinema was
the Granada (Corn Exchange), which shut in 1979.
A film society is born
At that point, College of Technology Principal Dr
Gorrie had a chat with Roger Gibson, then lecturing
in Film, Art and History of Art at the College. The
result, as the saying goes, is history. The Chichester
Adult Education Film Society was created and Roger
kicked off with Woody Allen’s Love & Death on 20
September 1979: we are repeating this showing on
the same date this year, with a party to continue
our year-long Ruby Anniversary celebrations. The
new Film Society attracted 300 members. These
were wild, primitive and exciting times, Roger
programming weekend all-nighters including
Woodstock, all night Horror, Sci-fi and Mad Max
using two 16mm projectors perched on a rickety
table and a makeshift screen. Inspired double bills
included Metropolis + Things to Come; Rocky Horror
Show + Eraserhead: Dance with a Stranger + Yield
to the Night. Roger also started a Junior Film Club
on Saturday mornings at the New Park Community
Centre (previously a school) with his 15-yearold neighbour Ross Bevan as the projectionist.
Roger’s wife Jo and their two children provided the
refreshments.

Keep up to date at www.chichestersociety.org.uk and on Twitter @chi_soc
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Moving to New Park
After five years the film society moved permanently
into New Park in 1986, and the following year
installed a 35 mm projector - a very stressful time
managing various second-hand equipment, but
Ross Bevan coped (he is now a chief advisor for
Imax worldwide). In those first months 115 films
were shown over 103 days, admissions exceeding
10,000. To mark its new permanence, the cinema
was named Chichester Cinema at New Park. It was
supported by a team of professionals, enthusiastic
volunteers and several committees who fully
supported Roger Gibson’s ambitious plans. He
recalls advice given by the late chairman Jonathan
Ingram: ‘You are there to spend money-I am there to
try to stop you!’
An expanding film festival
The first Chichester Film Festival in 1992 was modest
and featured 33 new films. Last year’s Festival - the
27th - had over 150. Films are screened in several
locations: from open-air performances at Priory
Park to the tiny Picture Palace and the Studio;
but also at St John’s Chapel in the city centre for
Silent Films with live music. Over the years Roger
Gibson has enticed the likes of Alec Guinness, Ken
Russell, Kathleen Turner, Philip French, John Lithgow,
Ralph Fiennes, Steve Coogan and many others to
Chichester. It’s now the biggest film festival on the
South Coast.
Continued investment
The cinema survived the arrival of Southgate’s tenscreen Multiplex when it opened in 2003. Walter

Francisco, appointed general manager
in 2005, now heads a team of four
projectionists, four box office staff
and many volunteers who include
those running the highly regarded
Education Department. Investment
has continued in new facilities
and equipment - new seating, for
example, which was renewed to
plush red in 2017; but also stateof-the-art digital projection which
allows live performances transmitted
by satellite and Internet: opera, ballet,
theatre and exhibitions from around the
world. It’s very popular.
Cultural fabric
This independent cinema is now an
established part of Chichester’s cultural fabric,
working alongside the Festival Theatre, Pallant
House Gallery, Novium Museum and the Cathedral.
It’s taken 40 years but it has come a long way and
why the cinema is celebrating its Anniversary Year:
Ruby Tuesdays with twice-monthly screenings of
milestones from past years; Ruby Friends, with its
film-inspired events locally and nationally; and
Cine Circle for film enthusiasts to air their views.
And Ruby Magazine charts the history of the
cinema and gives an insight into Roger Gibson’s
journey - an achievement recognised by Film
Society Awards, an honorary MA from Chichester
University, a Chichester Civic Award for services
to the community in 2002; and internationally when
the Cannes Film Festival appointed Roger as Jury
Member for the Directors’ Fortnight Films in 2016.
Thinking ahead

Those plush red seats! They were installed in 2017

And the future? This lies in a second
screen which will allow an even
more varied programme. Everyone
- Roger, staff and the Board of
Trustees - is behind this project which
will enhance our very successful
cinema and continue to attract many
people into Chichester. At its heart,
cinema-going is extraordinary. For
unlike digital streaming on a TV,
watching a film at the cinema is an
immersive experience – no tea breaks
or tweets on the couch. As director
Steve McQueen has commented: ‘I
didn’t make this [film] for an iPhone
or a laptop, popping in and out of
the fridge every five minutes. That
audience experience can never be
replicated anywhere else …that’s
Photo: Chichester Observer cinema.’

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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SAFEGUARDING OUR COUNTRYSIDE A 7OTH ANNIVERSARY
John Templeton on landmark legislation in 1949 that
continues to benefit everyone today
Hard on the heels of the Town & Country Planning Act 1947, controlling all built development, came wideranging legislation to protect the nation’s most outstanding landscapes and make them accessible to
walkers, cyclists and equestrians: the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949. This Act
created a range of legally protected landscapes, habitats, and ancient trails that together form an essential
part of our national and local heritage: National Parks in England & Wales, Areas of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (AONB), National and Local Nature Reserves, and long distance trails and footpaths. These
measures were reinforced by definitive maps that recorded public rights of way - the network of footpaths
and bridleways we have come to love and perhaps take for granted.
Decades of Lobbying
The Act was the culmination of decades of lobbying
by voluntary bodies both national and local, a rollcall of countryside commitment and acronyms: the
Campaign for National Parks (CNP), Campaign for
the Protection of Rural England (CPRE), Ramblers’
Association (RA), Open Spaces Society (OSS), Youth
Hostels Association (YHA) - and in our county, the
Society of Sussex Downsmen, now the South Downs
Society (SDS).
Kingley Vale NNR 1952
Sussex and its downs benefitted early on from the
Act because Kingley Vale was chosen in 1952 as
one of the first four National Nature Reserves, owing
to its internationally important yew forest as well as

natural downland at Bow Hill. This was the result of
prolonged campaigning by renowned 20th century
ecologist Sir Arthur Tansley, who is commemorated
by the Tansley Stone high on the summit of Bow Hill.
Chichester Harbour AONB 1964
Chichester Harbour became one of the smallest
AONBs in 1964 owing to the efforts of West
Sussex County Planning Officer J.G. Jefferson who
recognised the threat of growing development
and recreational pressures on the harbour’s
fragile environment. Today it is managed by the
Chichester Harbour Conservancy. The harbour’s
status is accepted under the 1971 UNESCO Ramsar
convention, meaning it is a ‘Wetland of International
Importance’. Several other areas across the harbour
also have protected habitat status.

Chichester Harbour, designated an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty in 1964.
This view looks to Bosham with the Downs in the distance
		
Photo: Chichester Harbour Conservancy/Paul Adams
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Protecting the South Downs
Meanwhile West Sussex CC had produced its
definitive rights of way map showing public footpaths
and bridleways. In 1972 the South Downs Way long
distance trail was established from Eastbourne to the
West Sussex-Hampshire county boundary at Buriton.
Fifteen years later it was extended to Winchester,
creating a 100 mile bridleway accessible to walkers,
cyclists and pedestrians. But pressure was mounting
to give the Sussex and Hampshire Downs the full
protection of a National Park. It had been originally
proposed as one of 12 National Parks but was
turned down on the grounds that its recreational
opportunities had been lost due to intensive
farming methods. The South Downs Campaign
was founded in 1990 by the Sussex Wildlife Trust to
enable national and local organisations to press
for a South Downs National Park to be created.
Those joining the campaign included Chichester
City Council, Funtington and Lavant parish councils,
Summersdale residents’ association, Brandy Hole
Copse Group, and the Chichester Society. West
Sussex County Council strongly opposed the
proposal. There followed an extensive consultation
managed by the Countryside Agency which led to
two (yes, two!) major public inquiries in 2003/5 and
2008. The South Downs National park was finally
designated in 2009 and a year later the National Park
Authority came into existence with its headquarters
in Midhurst.
Concern for the future?
Residents and visitors to Chichester have cause to
celebrate the 1949 Act. Thanks to the foresight of

A Trundle panorama

					

New signage erected recently in Lavant

Photo: John Templeton

countryside campaigners over decades, we have
a National Park, an AONB (the harbour), a National
Nature Reserve at Kingley Vale, and a Local Nature
Reserve at Brandy Hole Copse. These natural jewels
are complemented by a network of public footpaths,
bridleways and cycleways, all on our doorstep.
But there are threats to this arcadia. As described
elsewhere in this edition, Chichester’s harbour
and its wildlife is threatened by looming residential
development in villages along the A259 between
Chichester and Havant. The District Council’s
updated Local Plan, now being finalised, could
jeopardise the harbour’s carefully-nurtured AONB
status: an ironic 70th anniversary for that momentous
legislation of 1949 - the National Parks and Access to
the Countryside Act.

Photo: © South Downs National Park/Josiah Madge

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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Chichester Harbour, off Itchenor, a wonderful spot to be on a
Photo:
Page
10Mary Pudney, Itchenor Sailing
Keep Club.
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a fine summer day
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DON’T DESTROY OUR HARBOUR!
Lazy development plans for our coast lack imagination says John Nelson
This autumn, decisions will be taken that could have a massive impact on one of the most important landscapes
in Sussex, and one of the most beautiful in the country - Chichester Harbour, framed by the South Downs.
Chichester District Council, as Local Planning
Authority, has produced an updated Local Plan that
will replace the one adopted in 2015. If approved
by Government the amount of new housing created
across the District will rise by two thirds, to over 12,000
during the Plan’s 15 year life. More housing in the
region is necessary and should be supported. But the
proposed Plan inflicts maximum damage possible
on the landscape, the setting of Chichester Harbour
and an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty; it also
damages the extraordinary biodiversity we have and,
most importantly, the communities around the harbour
and just outside. This Plan will effectively turn the A259
corridor between Havant and Chichester, bounded by
the Harbour and the South Downs, into a more or less
solid block of development - coalescence of the worst
sort. The aim is to build low density housing, using up
the most land for the least number of homes.
No imagination
This is a lazy plan. It suits Chichester District Council
(CDC) because it will be easy to execute. It will suit
developers because building standard homes on
agricultural fields is cheap and highly profitable.
This is why representations from bodies such as the
Chichester Harbour Trust, the Chichester Harbour
Conservancy, West Sussex County Council and local
communities are falling on deaf ears at CDC. This

plan shows no imagination, no lateral thinking and
does not consider more constructive solutions.
A more imaginative combination, for example, would
allow for some higher density housing, apartment
buildings, and more residential development in
retail locations given the rapid shrinking of retail
space; there could be a detailed study of brownfield
sites, and perhaps one or two new communities. But
possibilities such as these are given no consideration
whatsoever. Such a combination would also better
suit the demographics of this area. All of this
would give the chance of preventing coalescence,
preserving the sense of community in existing
villages, and maintain the beauty of the harbour’s
setting before the South Downs.
Wild life corridors
CDC has recently introduced the concept of wildlife
corridors to try to minimise the biodiversity damage
of cutting off the South Downs from the Harbour. We
are glad they are now consulting with the experts
at Chichester Harbour Conservancy and the South
Downs National Park to ensure these corridors are fit
for purpose.
Residents across the Chichester area need to take
action now to ensure this updated Local Plan does
not inflict permanent and unnecessary damage.
Succeeding generations will not forgive us if we don’t

EXISTING AND POTENTIAL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT ALONG THE A259

KEY:
Existing settlements
Allocated sites
Available sites in green (HELAA)
Approved sites in blue
AONB boundary
SDNP boundary
Map produced by Chichester Harbour Trust © Crown Copyright and database rights 2019.
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take steps to prevent this. We only need to look at
the ribbon development carried out along the South
Coast to the east and west of us over the last century
to give us a wake-up call.
The Chichester Observer has launched the Save our
Harbour campaign with a groundswell of community
groups, including the newly formed Save our South
Coast. We welcome this campaign and hope that
members of the Chichester Society will give it their
full support. We also hope that following recent local
elections, our newly elected councillors will take up
the mantle to alter the course of the Plan before it is
submitted for Government approval later in the year.
John Nelson is Chairman of the Chichester Harbour
Trust, a registered charity

LOUISE GOLDSMITH WANTS TO
PROTECT CHICHESTER HARBOUR
FOR THE NEXT GENERATION
Chichester Harbour is an amazing space, settled
on the edge of west Chichester and sheltered by
the ‘humpback whales’ of the South Downs, as
Rudyard Kipling so aptly described them. It is rightly
designated as an Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty, recognised as a Site of Special Scientific
Interest and is on the Ramsar List – one of more
than two thousand wetland sites of international
importance. In short, it has huge environmental
significance. You can walk or cycle round the
harbour, paddle-board, kayak or sail. It offers
something for everyone. It is highly valued open
space for both residents and visitors to enjoy, and at
a time when mental health is high on the agenda, we

are all aware that access to the outdoors plays an
important part in our wellbeing.
Counting my blessings
I have the privilege of living in a harbour village,
and I count my blessings. I have walked every
footpath over the years and been lucky enough to
see peregrines, ospreys, avocets and even the odd
seal enjoying a swim in the harbour. I am not alone
in thinking this very special place means so much to
so many.
However, it needs our protection as it is under
threat as never before. Climate change is having
an impact and that has so many implications for the
abundant wildlife that lives in or visits the harbour.
Combine that with development in close proximity
to this special area, it will undoubtedly cause more
environmental degradation, which in time could
be really serious. I do not envy Chichester District
Council as they revise their Local Plan. They have
to provide more homes but, as one who sits on the
Chichester Harbour Conservancy Board, and have
done so for 18 years, I have real concerns with
certain aspects of the Plan.
More creative
I believe there are more creative ways that need to
be examined in order to strike a balance between
achieving homebuilding targets and protecting
the environment. We need to protect these fragile
important spaces for the next generation and
beyond so that they can enjoy, look, learn from and
marvel at their beauty. Once damaged, it will be lost
forever.
Louise Goldsmith writes in a personal capacity as a
resident and Harbour Conservancy Board member

New housing for sale along the A259 								

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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CHICHESTER -CHARTRES TWINNING HAS A 60TH BIRTHDAY

Anne Scicluna, three-times Mayor of Chichester, on the
importance of international civic friendships
The long weekend commencing 28th February 2019 was an important one for Chichester. The Mayor of
Chartres, M. Jean-Pierre Gorges came to celebrate the sixtieth anniversary of our twinning with that lovely
city. With the Mayor came thirteen of his City Councillors. He planted a tree in the Litten Garden; met with
the Leader of the County Council; took part in a tour of the city; attended Evensong in our Cathedral; visited
Pallant House Gallery and the Novium museum; joined in a celebratory dinner; and heard an excellent
concert by Chichester City Band, which received a standing ovation. The Duke of Richmond was also able
to join in some of these celebrations. It was nice that Barry Newell, son of Charlie Newell who signed the
original twinning document, was also able to attend the anniversary dinner.
During his visit M. Gorges remarked “Twinning is just as important now as it was sixty years ago, and doing
twinning here is more significant than Brussels. Chichester is a lovely place because you have everything
here – a city, the countryside, the sea. You have everything here and it should be appreciated.”
Why twinning?
There’s a rather dry description which I’ll quote: ‘The
modern concept of town twinning, conceived after
the Second World War in 1947, was intended to foster
friendship and understanding between different
cultures and between former foes as an act of peace
and reconciliation, and to encourage trade and
tourism’. But it’s more fun that this!
We began in 1959
On Saturday 28 February 1959, in the City’s Council
Chamber, the Mayor of Chichester Alderman
Charles Newell signed a twinning agreement
between Chichester and Chartres. This was followed
by a solemn procession of councillors from both
cities to the Cathedral for a service to cement this
new friendship. Later on a delegation of Chichester
councillors visited Chartres and re-signed the

contract there. My father was a City councillor at the
time and took part, visiting Chartres with my mother
– the only time in her life that she travelled overseas.
I was involved from the beginning because in August
of that year two young girls from Chartres stayed
with my family in St. Paul’s Road, the first exchange
of children. I still have a photograph of one of the
girls, whose name was Francoise.
Links grow stronger
The link has become stronger over the years. Trees
have been planted, and exchanges have taken
place between local groups, such as Rotary, Lions,
the Fire Brigade, businesses and schools. For many
years groups of children visited each other’s city,
and later, email friendships were set up between
schoolchildren. This was in addition to the annual
adult exchange – one year Chichester visits Chartres
and the following year Chartres visits Chichester.

The Town Clerk of Chartres reads from the twinning deed at the Chichester - Chartres ceremony held 28 February 1959 at
Chichester’s Council Chamber; to his left is Alderman Charlie Newell and to his left is the Mayor of Chartres Monsieur Pichard.
									
Photo: Alderman Bill Pope, author’s collection
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A busy 60 anniversary year
th

There’s a full programme throughout 2019.
Highlights include a concert of Anglo-French
music at our Cathedral on 22 June performed by
the Chichester Singers and Le Grand Choeur de
Chartres; at Easter a play by Greg Mosse, in French
and English; and a visit by around fifty Chartrains
to Chichester, most of who were hosted by Friends
of Chartres members in their homes. Over this long
weekend friendships were renewed and made, and
it’s always quite difficult to remember which of the
participants are French and which are English as all
are familiar faces, sharing a great sense of humour
and friendship. Details about twinning events
during this anniversary year can be found at www.
friendsofchartres.org.uk
A 25th anniversary
To celebrate the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
twinning in 1984 Chichester artist Nigel Purchase
depicted North Street with many local people and
friends from Chartres, dedicating his painting to
the occasion. Nigel’s wife, Martine, came from
Chartres and to my knowledge this is the first and
only marriage to result from this twinning, although I
could be wrong.
Twinning activities over the years have been too
many to describe here in detail but here are
examples:
• Chartres Expo where artists and businesses
showcase the best of what each city can do
• Chichester’s Martlet Sword and Morris Men have
been to Chartres many times and became friends
with a local French dance group La Ronde. Chartres’
city centre squares were thronged with onlookers
and people taking part

Chichester firefighters riding their six-man bicycle somewhere
in France!
Photo: Paul Wreyford

•A six-man bicycle ride to Chartres has to be one
of the strangest; Bognor and Chichester Fire and
Rescue Service rode a purpose-built bicycle in
relays. What an experience that must have been!
Cathedral cities
Chartres is well-known for its beautiful Cathedral,
and our two cathedrals have been friends for very
many years, visiting each other’s city and sharing
religious services – even though Chichester’s is an
Anglican Cathedral and Chartres is Roman Catholic.
Strong friendships have been created and continue.
Readers interested in joining the Friends of Chartres
can email the Chairman, Julia Sander on
julia@sander.plus.com
Anne Scicluna was Mayor of Chichester in 1983, 1993
and 2012.

At Chichester Cathedral before Evensong 1st March 2019. In the line-up from the left are Martyn Bell Mayor of Chichester; Elizabeth
Fromont Deputy Mayor of Chartres; Jean-Pierre Gorges Mayor of Chartres; Mrs Caroline Nicholls High Sheriff of West Sussex; the
Duke of Richmond; Mrs Toom Bell Lady Mayoress and Patrick Geroudet Deputy Mayor of Chartres
Photo: Anne Scicluna

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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JARROLD’S GIN: A CHICHESTER COTTAGE INDUSTRY
Richard Childs explores the world of local distilling
Over the past few years there has been a tremendous resurgence in the popularity of gin.
Allied to this has been the phenomenal increase in the number of small distilleries being
established – to such an extent that there are now more licenced distilleries in England (315
in 2017) than there are in Scotland. One of the new distilleries is in Chichester in a quiet side
street not far from the city centre and I recently paid a visit to the owners to find out more
about the business.
Introducing Nichola and Jamie
Nichola and Jamie Jarrold moved to Chichester
some twenty years ago. They had previously lived
in Scotland but decided to return south, (Nichola
was originally from Shoreham and Jamie from
Hampshire). With a young family they felt that
Chichester offered most of what they were looking
for.
Thinking that there was some great master plan
behind their decision to go into the gin distilling
business I asked Nichola and Jamie what had
motivated them. The answer was very simple. When
they used to go out for a drink, they found that the
taste and quality of gin was not really what they were
looking for. I suggested that it was nevertheless a
significant leap from wanting a better gin to setting
up a distilling business. It is however clear that they
very much had a ‘can do’ attitude. When they lived
in Scotland, they grew their own produce and once
they had moved to Chichester Jamie brewed his own
beer.

a lot simpler than I thought. Over the years they had
acquired a taste for the type of gin they like. Using
a small 5 litre still they did some experimenting and
came up with their preferred formula fairly quickly.
The starting point is with the premium grade alcohol
made from British grain which is triple distilled to
96.6% alcohol by volume. The duty on this alcohol
is paid at the start rather than on the final product.
The strength is reduced to 60% before macerating
five botanicals in the alcohol before commencing the
distillation. Once the process has started the distilled
liquid is transferred to stainless steel churns, (yes, I
was surprised to see that there were 20 milk churns
in the still room). After a week in the churns the
alcohol is cut back to 48% alcohol by volume using
local water.

A German still
I was invited to view the still room which is attached
to the side of their house. The 250 litre still is a very
impressive piece of kit – with its copper dome and
bright shiny tanks. I was fortunate that on the day
of my visit the still was in operation. My question
at this stage was how on earth do you go about
obtaining a still? Jamie said that he started simply by
googling ‘still manufacturers’ and found the Kothe
Destillationstechnik near Stuttgart in Germany.
There are many such manufacturers in Germany
and Eastern Europe as making your own spirits
is a very popular hobby. Nichola and Jamie built
the still room themselves after taking advice from
the District Council about planning and building
regulation matters. The still was then shipped from
Germany and the company’s engineers came over
to commission it.
Jarrold’s recipe
Next I asked how they came up with a recipe for their
gin. I had assumed that there would have been a lot
of trial and error in formulating a preferred flavour
through the mixing of ‘botanicals’. The answer was
Page 16

Nichola and Jamie Jarrold by their still. They have been making
gin at their Chichester distillery for just over a year
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Different gins and botanicals
During distillation the middle third or ‘heart’ of the
distillate is used to make London Dry Gin, Jarrold’s
containing twice as much juniper as usual. Nichola
and Jamie also spend many hours picking sloes from
all around Chichester which are then macerated
in the London Dry gin for nearly a year to produce
their sloe gin. Other botanicals used are Persian
Limes, Grains of Paradise, Coriander, Angelica,
Cardamom, and Calamus (this latter ingredient is
what gives Campari its bitter taste). I asked where
these botanicals come from. Juniper berries are
sourced from Macedonia while the Persian Limes
come from Iraq - Jamie still works in the oil industry
and every other month goes to Iraq and brings
Persian Limes back with him.

Jarrold’s two varieties of gin - Sloe and London Dry

had significant success with their gins at the
International Wine and Spirit Competition having
won silver outstanding awards for their products.
I thank Nichola and Jamie for allowing me to see
their distilling operation and wish them well with
their venture.
……………………..
For more information about Jarrold’s Gin see the
website https://drinkjarrolds.co.uk/
All photographs courtesy of Nichola and Jamie Jarrold

Selling near and far
Jarrold’s gin really is a cottage industry with the
bottling and labelling done on site. As far as selling
the product is concerned Nichola and Jamie’ gin
can be found in the Chichester area at the Farmers’
Market and alternate Wednesday markets; and is
also at Draper’s Yard on The Hornet, Hennings wine
store and Purchases Restaurant on North Street,
and 60 to 70 local pubs. As Jarrold’s gin becomes
known it can be found at Emsworth, Petersfield,
Arundel and Winchester - and much further afield at
Norfolk, Surrey, Kent, even Carlisle!
Fun and not a burden
Nichola and Jamie have been selling their gin for
about a year and it was clear from my visit that they
are enjoying the experience. They stressed to me
that when they embarked on the adventure they
wanted it to be fun and not a burden. The still is only
running when Jamie is back in Chichester so there
is spare capacity to expand. Jamie also stressed
how important it is to always talk to the experts you
need to engage with such as the District Council,
Trading Standards, Revenue and Customs to make
sure you don’t get things wrong. They have already

Jamie preparing the still for use
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FISHBOURNE’S ROMAN RABBIT
Research confirms rabbits living at Chichester’s Roman
community: Curator Rob Symmons explains
Why the fuss, it may be asked? To understand it helps to know that
in 2006 researchers had discovered Fishbourne Roman Palace was
the location of the first fallow deer in Britain; and that they had been
imported live not for food but to stock a nearby deer park, or vivarium,
a distinctive status symbol. An extension of this research, led by
Professor Naomi Sykes of Exeter University, was to understand what
other plant and animal species had been introduced to Britain by the
Romans. Recent efforts have focused on the rabbit, of interest because
until now the accepted belief is that rabbits were imported by the
Normans after the Conquest of 1066 - at least 800 years later.
The research team re-convened in 2017 and began reviewing
existing material archived at Fishbourne’s extensive storage facilities.
Unexpectedly it was found that one of the bones, previously identified as
Fay Worley of Historic England holds a
a hare tibia, was actually from a rabbit. Fay Worley of Historic England
modern rabbit and hare tibia (right and left
and one of the project team was certain and subsequent analysis proved
respectively), and the Roman tibia (centre)
it to be rabbit rather than hare (which had been in Britain for centuries).
Radiocarbon dating has also established the age is indeed Roman, that
is, during the first and second century AD. The reason for rabbits at Fishbourne in the Roman era is thought
to be the same as for the presence of deer, a high-status curiosity confirming cultural leadership. Research
continues to assess what other animals and plants were imported, whether for food or exotic display.

RESCUING THE BRITISH
COUNTRYSIDE
Vincent Porter reviews an important and timely book
Dieter Helm is an Oxford economist who shows how we can maintain
and hopefully improve the balance between the city and the
countryside. But who owns the countryside? Central to Helm’s approach
is that our countryside is ‘a public good’. Like the South Downs National
Park, if one of us uses it, so can everyone else. Helm goes further. Why
not set up an independent national Nature Fund to own land, as do the
National Trust, the RSPB, and the Wildlife Trusts?
A serious omission from Helm’s book is the role local authorities
could play in preserving and enhancing their local landscapes. As
the countryside around us becomes environmentally more barren,
Chichester is already witnessing its own neo-Darwinian evolutionary
activity. The urban fox is now endemic. The pigeon is the most
successful of all urban birds; and peregrine falcons have started to
colonise the city’s cathedral.
In one chapter Helm points out the cornucopia of local bottom-up
initiatives and provides examples: protecting and enhancing urban
parks and green spaces, planting trees along the streets, improving
the biodiversity of churchyards, taking responsibility for local footpaths.
As housing developments burgeon, local authorities need strategies to
preserve their local natural capital: field margins and hedgerows matter, as do wildlife corridors, such as
that proposed to link Chichester Harbour to the South Downs National Park. But enabling these proposals to
work will need a nationally financed Nature Fund.

Green and Prosperous Land, A Blueprint
for Rescuing the British Countryside by
Dieter Helm. William Collins, 2019

Could these proposals provide Chichester with a Blakean bow of burning gold with which to fulfil our desires
to leave a green and prosperous land for our grandchildren to inherit?
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THE MAY 2019 LOCAL ELECTIONS
Chichester ward boundaries 1:22,500
Councillors elected in Chichester, by Ward
and
Party22/03/2019
May 2019
ELECTED
COUNCILLOR

COUNCIL
CDC

City

Tony Dignum

x

x

Richard Plowman

x

Catherine Harry

x

Craig Gershater

x

Bethan Norrell

x
ELECTED
COUNCILLOR

ELECTED
COUNCILLOR

COUNCIL
CDC

City

Sarah Lishman

x

x

COUNCIL

Kevin Hughes

x

x

CDC

Cherry Hughes

x

John Hughes

x

City

Clare Apel

x

x

John-Henry Bowden

x

x

Richard Plowman

x

Julian Joy

x

CHICHESTER
NORTH
CHICHESTER WEST

CHICHESTER
EAST
CENTRAL

ELECTED
COUNCILLOR
Martyn Bell

COUNCIL
CDC

City

x

x

Anne Scicluna

CHICHESTER
SOUTH

x

ELECTED
COUNCILLOR
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Chichester ward boundaries 1:22,500
May 2019
22/03/2019

KEY
CON
LIB DEM
GREEN

COUNCIL
CDC

City

Sarah Sharp

x

x

Heather Barrie

x

x

Deborah Carter

x

Pauline Gaskin

x

LABOUR
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Rodgers & Hammerstein’s

OKLAHOMA!

10
TICKETS FROM

£

15 July – 7 September
cft.org.uk

#OklahomaMusical

if it matters to you,
it matters to us

HELP
THE
SOCIETY’S
FUTURE!

Remembering
the Chichester
Society when
arranging
bequests will
help continue
this City’s civic
traditions.

From personal to business, or anything
in between. When it comes to insurance,
come to Coversure Bognor Regis.

See below
for contact
information
or access the
Society’s
website

T: 01243 698 015
E: bognor@coversure.co.uk
W: coversure.co.uk/bognor
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